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Semi-insulating, powder samples of Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) have been

studied using "11n Time Differential Perturbed Angular Correlation (PAC)

Spectroscopy. The samples have been lightly doped 1012 cm3) with "In atoms,

which occupy well-defined metal (Cd) lattice sites and act as probes of the local

environment. These substitutional donors form a single defect complex in CdTe.

This complex has been identified and characterized as a function of temperature.

Those indium probes that are not complexeci occupy metal lattice sites with no

defect in the local vicinity.

Samples containing metal vacancy concentrations as large as 500 ppm have

been prepared by a high temperature anneal and quench. The defect complex

involves the trapping of a cadmium metal vacancy bound to the indium probe. The

electric field gradient (EFG) experienced by probe atoms has a coupling constant of

VQ = 61.5(5) MHz and is not axially symmetric, with the asymmetry parameter

given by i = 0.16(4). It is believed that this asymmetry results from a relaxation of

the chalcogen (Te) atoms adjacent to the metal vacancy, with the tellurium atom

shared by the probe atom and the vacancy providing the dominant contribution.
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The fraction of complexed probe atoms increases as the sample

temperature is decreased, and is still increasing at room temperature. Complexed

fractions are reproducible on cycling within the temperature range 40 to 200 °C.

The binding energy of the complex has been measured to be 0.15(2) eV and is

independent of metal vacancy concentration, which varies and is dependent on the

details of the quench.

In rapidly cooled samples, a non-equilibrium number of these defect

complexes is observed. This state equilibrates with a time constant of 45(5) hours

at 15 °C, implying that at least one of the two constituents involved in the complex

has a significant diffusion rate at this temperature. Under the assumption that

vacancy diffusion mechanisms dominate at this temperature, it is found that the

cadmium vacancies overcome an energy barrier of 0.9(1) eV with a jump time of

20(2) minutes in CdTe at 15°C.
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Indium Donor/Metal Vacancy Defect Complexes In Cadmium Telluride Studied
With Perturbed Angular Correlation Spectroscopy

1. INTRODUCTION

Materials are often segregated into one of three major categories with regard

to their ability to conduct electrical current. They are classified as conductors

(metals), insulators, or semiconductors. These three classes of materials are often

distinguished by the position of the highest energy electron within a band of

allowed energy states, as in Figure 1.1. The highest energy electron lies in an

unfilled band in a metal. The highest energy electron for perfect insulator and

semiconductor crystals lies at the top of a filled band. This filled band of energy

states is referred to as the valence band and is separated from the next band of

allowed energy states, called the conduction band, by a forbidden energy gap

sometimes referred to as the band gap. The distinction in classification of a

material as a semiconductor or insulator is one of degree rather than kind.

Insulators have quite large energy gaps (3 eV and above), while semiconductors

have a smaller gaps (0.1 eV to 2.5 eV).

To see how the energy bands of a solid form, consider the following. As

two atoms are brought together to form a solid, the wave functions of their

electrons begin to overlap. In order to satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle, the

paired electron state energies are altered slightly from their atomic values.2 Thus,

the single discrete energy level in the atom is spread into a continuous band of
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Figure 1.1 Energy Level Diagrams For Three Material Classifications. This figure
was taken from Reference 1.
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Figure 1.2 Band Formation For Carbon. This figure is taken from Reference 2.
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states in the solid. This spreading is shown pictorially for an assemblage of carbon

atoms in Figure 1.2. The lowest energy states are depressed to a minimum when

the diamond lattice is formed. Notice, in the case for the solid that the lowest band

energy states, called the valence band, has exactly as many electrons as states. This

filled band cannot conduct electrical current. The upper band of energy states,

called the conduction band, is empty, and therefore also does not conduct electrical

current. If, however, an electron is excited to this band by thermal or some other

means, it would acquire a net drift when influenced by an electric field and the

material will conduct electrical current.

One can see in Figure 1.2 that the magnitude of the energy gap varies with

the interatomic distance. Since the interatomic spacing in a solid varies with the

crystallographic direction, the gap between the bands will also vary with direction.

It is the minimum energy gap, however, that is used to characterize a semiconductor

material. A similar, though more useful, representation to that of Figure 1.2 for

semiconductors results if one transforms into reciprocal space, or k-space.

Parameters such as band gap, positions of critical points (such as band minima and

maxima), and band curvature can be determined from the resulting diagram43

(called an E-k diagram). The smallest polyhedron centered at the origin and

enclosed by the perpendicular bisectors of the reciprocal lattice vectors is called the

first Brillouin zone. In an E-k diagram, energy band structure is plotted versus

position in the first Brillouin zone instead of position in the actual crystal. In some

cases, such as Si, the valence band maximum and the conduction band minimum

occur at different positions in the first Brillouin zone. In this case, the

semiconductor is said to have an indirect gap. A material is said to have a direct

gap when the valence band maximum occurs at the same point as the conduction
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band minimum in the first Brillouin zone. Semiconductors with direct gaps can

have electrons excited to the conduction band through optical processes alone. For

semiconductors with an indirect gap, additional energy is needed to excite electrons

into the conduction band, as a phonon is needed in order to conserve momentum.

GaAs and CdTe are examples of materials that have direct gaps. Figure 1.3 shows

the E-k diagram for Si, Ge, and GaAs. The band structure for CdTe appears in a

later section of this chapter. Some elemental and compound semiconductors are

listed in Table 1.1 along with their gap energies and types.

U
C
IhJ

L I' X L F X L F X

k(1II) 0 k(I0O) k(III) 0 k(I00) k(III) 0 k(I00)

Figure 1.3 E-k Diagrams For Three Common Semiconducting Materials. The first
two materials, Silicon and Germanium, are indirect-gap semiconductors since the
valence band maximum and conduction band minimum are at different locations
within the first Brillouin zone. Gallium Arsenide, on the other hand, is a direct-gap
semiconductor since the valence band maximum occurs at the same location in the
first Brillouin zone as the conduction band minimum in this material. This figure is
taken from Reference 1.



Semiconductor Band Gap (in eV) at 300 K Gap Type

Si 1.11 Indirect
Ge 0.67 Indirect

GaAs 1.43 Direct
GaP 2.30 Indirect

CdSe 1.73 Direct
ZnTe 2.25 Direct
ZnSe 2.67 Direct

Table 1.1 Energy Characteristics Of Some Semiconducting Materials. Information
for this table was taken from Reference 3.

IIB IIIB IVB VB VIB

Figure 1.4 Abbreviated Periodic Table Showing Elements of Interest In Common
Elemental and Compound Semiconducting Materials. The semiconductors in Table
1.1 are either listed in Group N B (elemental) or are compounds composed of
elements from groups equidistant from Group N B.
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An abbreviated periodic table is shown in figure 1.4. Notice that the semi-

conductors listed in Table 1.1 are either elements from group IV-B or composed of

elements from groups equidistant from column N-B. For example GaAs is

composed of the group Ill-B element Ga and the group V-B element As. Because

of the group numbers associated with the constituent atoms, GaAs is called a Ill-V

semiconductor. Similarly, the Il-VI semiconductor CdTe is composed of the group

TI-B element Cd and group VI-B element Te. The arrangements of atoms which

results from forming compounds from group N-B elements or elements from

groups that are equidistant from column IV-B in the periodic table allow each atom

to contribute four electrons to each bond on average. This means that the bonding

in semiconducting materials is covalent rather than ionic in character. Many

physical properties are related to the chemical bonding that occurs within

semiconductors.

Semiconductors have physical properties that differ from the other two

classes of materials other than that of the size of the band gap. Notably, the

resistance of a semiconducting material decreases as the temperature is increased.

In a metal, the opposite is true. Additionally, the conductivity of a semiconductor

can be changed by shining light on it through a mechanism referred to as

photoconductivity. Photovoltaic and rectification effects are also unique to

semiconductors. Semiconductors have lower carrier densities than do metals, yet

these charge carriers generally possess higher mobilities. Were this the extent of the

differences of semiconductors from metals and insulators, they would be interesting

curiosities, but little more. However, semiconducting materials possess one further

extremely important property perhaps the most important property from the point

of view of technologists: the conductivity of a semiconductor can be changed by
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orders of magnitude by introducing, in a controlled manner, valying amounts of

impurities (a process referred to as doping). This single property related to the

conductivity of the material is often used exclusively to classify a material as

semiconducting. By introducing defects into the material, it can be made more or

less conducting than the pure material. The word "defect" often carries with it a

negative connotation, and some believe that "high-tech" companies strive toward

pure, perfect materials. Were it not for these intentionally introduced defects in the

materials, the semiconductor industry would not exist as we know it today. In fact,

perfectly pure semiconductors approach insulator-like behavior and become perfect

insulators at the absolute zero of temperature.

1.1 WIDE-GAP Il-VI SEMICONDUCTING MATERIALS

For the purposes of the following discussions, only the zinc and cadmium

chalcogenides will be considered. This is because the mercury chalcogenides are

narrow gap materials and their behavior is a bit different then the rest of the Il-VI

materials. A consequence of combining a Group Il-B element with a Group VI-B

element is the fact that the Il-VI semiconducting materials have rather larger

ionicities compared to the elemental and Ill-V materials. This higher ionicity gives

rise to relatively wide band gaps and large effective masses as compared to those

found in the 111-V materials. Moreover, the radiative lifetime for carriers is smaller

so that diffusion lengths are shorter than in the other semiconducting materials. In

all cases, the band gaps for these Il-Vi's are direct band gaps, which give rise to

large optical transition probabilities for absorption and luminescence.
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The wide gap Il-VI materials are composed of elements that have relatively

low melting points. The compound materials, in contrast, have relatively high

melting points with considerably lower vapor pressures." Under normal

conditions, most of the Il-VI materials form in the zincblende crystal structure. The

exceptions are CdS and CdSe, which form in the (hexagonal) wurtzite structure.

The zincblende structure can be pictured as two face centered cubic (fcc) lattices

displaced from one another by one-quarter of the length of the body diagonal of the

cube. The metal atoms (Cd and Zn), M, populate one fcc sublattice, while the

chalcogenide atoms (S, Se, Te), X, populate the other. The zincblende structure is,

therefore, one of cubic symmetry. A listing of il-VI materials and some of their

crystallographic properties is contained in Table 1.2.

Crystal Lattice
Compound Structure Constant (A) d(M-X) (A) d(M-M) (A) Iomcity

CdS wurtzite ' = 0.685

CdSe ite
a 4.298

0.699c7.010
CdTe zincblende a=6.481 2.80 4.58 0.717

ZnS zincblende a = 5.409 2.34 3.82 0.623

ZnSe zincblende a 5.669 2.54 4.01 0.630

ZnTe zincblende a = 6.104 2.64 4.32 0.609

Table 1.2 Crytallographic Data For Wide Band-Gap II-IV Semiconductors. Data
for this table was taken from Reference 4. Nearest-neighbor distance information
was not listed for materials crystallizing in the wurtzite structure.
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1.2 PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIAL, CdTe

CdTe is the most ionic and has the smallest band gap (1.58 eV at 300K)5 of

the Il-VI materials. The band structure is shown in Figure 1.5 along three important

symmetry axes. CdTe is unique among the JI-VI semiconducting materials in that it

can be either n-doped or p-doped relatively easily. Generally, Il-VI materials that

can be easily n-doped cannot be easily p-doped and vice versa. High quality p-

doped CdTe has found applications in the solar cell and infrared detector markets.

CdTe normally has the zincblende structure, and therefore belongs to the space

group Td2F43m with four molecules per unit cell.7 The four Cd atoms lie at the

positions (0 ,0 ,0); (0, 1/2, l/2)a; (1/2, 0, 1/2)a; and (1/2, 1/2, 0)a, where a is the

lattice constant of the material (for CdTe, a = 6.480 A). The four Te atoms in the

unit cell are then positioned at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4)a; (1/4, 3/4, 3/4)a; ( 3/4, 1/4, 3/4)a;

(3/4, 3/4, 1/4)a. The CdTe unit cell is shown in Figure 1.6.

It has been shown that thin films of CdTe deposited on mica, NaC1, KC1,

and KBr form with mixed hexagonal-cubic order.8'9 The pure wurtzite structure has

not been observed in bulk CdTe, although the ternary CdSeTei.. compounds do

exhibit the wurtzite structure. By extrapolating the lattice parameters of the Se-

doped compounds, an estimate for lattice parameters for a wurtzite phase of a =

4.57 A and c = 7.47 A is obtained.'0 The phase diagram for the bulk Cd-Te binary

system at atmospheric pressure is shown in Figure 1.7. The melting point of

1092 °C for CdTe is the lowest of the Il-VI materials. CdTe is known to exist in

two other phases under the influence of high pressures. At 30 kbar, the rocksalt

crystal structure (a = 5.59 A) exists, and transforms to a tetragonal phase (a = 5.86

A, c = 2.94 A), which appears to be similar to white tin at a pressure of 100 kbar.
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Figure 1.5 Band Structure Diagram For CdTe. Taken from Reference 5.

Figure 1.6 The Zincblende Crystal Structure of CdTe.
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Figure 1.7 Phase Diagram For Bulk Cd-Te Binary System At Atmospheric
Pressure. Taken from reference 12.

1.3 CdTe SOLID-VAPOR PHASE EQUILIBRIA

Before looking at the phase equilibria, it is instructive to look at the gaseous

states of Cd and Te. Cadmium exists only as a monatomic gas species. Tellurium

can exist in one of two states: monatomic (Te) and diatomic (Te2), although one of

the two species generally predominates in a given temperature range. CdTe

dissociates at higher temperatures according to the reaction equilibrium

CdTe(s) -* Cd(g) + '/2 Te2(g) (1-1)
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The species CdTe(g) cannot be completely ruled out, although evidence

indicates that the molecular gas is not present in measurable quantities. Brebrick

and Strauss conducted optical absorption measurements and found no indication of

CdTe(g).'3 Mass spectrometric measurements of the vapor species of Il-VI

compounds have shown no evidence for any molecular (MX) species.'4 Further, if

the CdTe(g) species exists, it must be in small concentrations since sublimation of

the solid can be quite effectively stopped by increasing the overpressure of either

the Cd or the Te2 species. Vapor pressure data for CdTe are contained in Figure

1.8. Data for the other Il-VI materials are included in the figure for reference.

N
Q.z

alQa

Figure 1.8 Vapor Pressure Data For Il-VI Semiconductors
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1.4 METHODS FOR GROWING CdTe

The growth of bulk CdTe of sufficient quality for use in devices has proven

to be difficult.15 The low thermal conductivity of the material results in difficulties

controlling the solid-melt interface shape and therefore in producing bulk single

crystal material. Additionally, the retrograde solid solubility of Te in CdTe leads to

the formation of Te precipitates when cooled from the growth temperatures. These

problems led to an attraction to low temperature growth techniques. The primary

growth techniques used in producing CdTe are liquid-phase epitaxy'5 (LPE), hot-

wall vapor epitaxy16 (HWE), and the travelling heater method17 (THM). All of

these growth methods use growing temperatures in the range 400 °C to 500 °C.

1.5 THE VOCABULARY AND NOTATION ASSOCIATED WITH POINT
DEFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS

Because the field of semiconductor physics is laden with its own special

terminology and notation, it is useful to review some of the more commonly

occurring items. The list contained herein is by no means exhaustive, nor is it

meant to be. It is hoped that the list will familiarize the reader to a level so that

when jargon appears, the meaning of the statement is clear.

The more common terms arise when impurities are intentionally added to a

host material. Donor impurities, or more simply donors, are impurities that have an

excess of the number of electrons needed to satisfy its bonds when it sits

substitutionally in the crystal lattice. These impurities create energy states within

the forbidden gap of the material that lie close to the conduction band. These levels
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are sufficiently close to the conduction band that the excess electrons may be

thermally excited (donated) to the conduction band. A semiconductor that has an

excess of electrons in its conduction band is said to be n-doped, or n-type. An

example of a donor impurity is the Group 111-B (see Figure 1-4) element indium (In)

sitting on the Group 11-B element (Cd) site in CdTe. Conversely, an acceptor is an

impurity that has fewer electrons than needed to complete its bonds in the lattice.

This type of impurity generates energy states in the band gap that lie sufficiently

close to the valence band so that electrons may be thermally excited from the

valence band to the acceptor level. When the electrons are excited to the acceptor

level, holes are left behind. These holes can be quite mobile and may conduct

electrical current in the valence band in a manner similar to that of electrons in the

conduction band. A semiconductor that has an excess of holes in the valence band

of the material is said to be p-doped, or p-type. The Group Vu-B element nitrogen

(N) occupying the Group Vu-B Te site in CdTe would be a p-type dopant. Not all

elements can be clearly labeled as n- or p-type. Consider the Group N-B element

silicon (Si) in the Ill-V semiconductor GaAs. If the Si occupies a Ga lattice site,

then it is a donor, while occupying the As site causes it to behave as an acceptor.

An impurity of this type is said to be an amphoteric dopant.

When a dopant occupies a well-defined lattice site in the host crystal, it is

said to be a substitutional impurity. According to the Kroger-Vink notation18, an

impurity, S, sitting at a site in a lattice that is normally occupied by an atom, A, is

designated by the symbol, S, where c is the charge difference between S and A.

Thus, an In atom sitting on a Cd site in CdTe would be labeled, In cd A vacancy,

V, exists when an atom, A, is missing in the lattice and is designated as V, where

c is the charge state of the vacancy. A Cd vacancy would be indicated as V&. An
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interstitial impurity is one that resides in the crystal but does not occupy a lattice
2+site. A Cd interstitial would be designated as Cd

An intrinsic semiconductor is one in which the number of holes in the

valence band is the same as the number of electrons in the conduction band. The

materials that fall in this category are generally the more narrow band gap

materials. In a narrow gap material, thermal excitation of a valence band electron

directly to the conduction band is possible. It is generally a pure (undoped)

material. An extrinsic semiconductor, on the other hand, is one in which there is a

charge carrier imbalance so that there are more conduction electrons than valence

holes or vice versa. It is generally required that the material be n-doped or p-doped

in order to provide the excess charge carriers needed to produce a current.

The Fermi level of a semiconductor is that energy at which the probability

of finding an electron is exactly V2 and lies in the band gap for the material. The

position of the Fermi level in a semiconductor depends on the doping of the

material. For an n-type material, the Fermi level lies closer to the conduction band,

while for a p-type material it lies closer in energy to the valence band. As the

temperature approaches absolute zero, the Fermi level approaches midgap. For an

intrinsic semiconductor, the Fermi level is midgap at all temperatures.
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1.6 PERTURBED ANGULAR CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY (PAC)
AS A TOOL FOR THE STUDY OF MATERIALS AND DEFECTS

The modem study of the solid state is accomplished experimentally through

a variety of techniques. Each experimental technique has innate advantages and

disadvantages that generally depend on the types of materials being studied or the

conditions under which the study is conducted (i.e. temperature, pressure, etc.).

Thus, there is no single "correct" method for use in all situations, and quite often

several techniques are used on the same material in order to obtain complementary

information. Among these methods is the family of hyperfine techniques. This

family includes Mössbauer Spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR),

and the technique used in this study: Perturbed Angular Correlation Spectroscopy

(PAC).

The PAC experiment requires two successive radiative emissions from

probe nuclei. In the present case, the two emissions are y rays, and the technique is

referred to as Perturbed y-' Angular Correlations. The necessity of two radiative

emissions means that our samples must be very lightly doped with a radiotracer.

The isotope 1111n was used in this study, and is the dominant probe used in PAC

experiments. Of the 5% - 10% of the PAC experiments that do not use '111n, most

use the radioisotope '81Hf. These two probes are used for over 99% of all PAC

experiments.

The decay scheme for is shown in Figure 1.9, and some information

about the characteristics of the transition from the parent ' 'In to the daughter "1Cd

is contained in Table 1.3.19 The decay from parent to daughter occurs via emission

of two successive ' rays of energies 171 keV and 245 keV respectively.
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Figure 1.9 "In Decay Scheme. "In decays to an excited state of "Cd via an
electron capture process. Shortly thereafter, the excited 111Cd atom decays to its
ground state through the successive emission of two gamma rays. The detection of
these two gamma rays is used to begin and end a measurement in PAC.

Parent Half-Life (WIn) 2.83 d
Energies of Cascade Gamma Rays

171.28(8)keV

12 245.42(7) keV
Nuclear Spin Sequence 7/2k 5/2k 1/2k

Angular-Correlation Coefficients
A2 -0.180(2)
A4

Intermediate Nuclear State
Half-Life 85.0(7) ns
Electric Quadrupole Moment +0.83(13) barn
Magnetic Dipole Moment -0.7656(25) LN

Table 1.3 Summary Of Nuclear Properties Of The "In To '11Cd Transition.
Information in this table was extracted from References 19 and 20.
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The first radiation is used to define a quantization axis. The angular distribution for

the direction of emission for the second radiation is an understood function in the

case for free nuclei.20 When these nuclei are introduced to a solid, they are

subjected to the electric and magnetic environments within the solid. Since the

materials considered here are non-magnetic, we will concentrate on the influence of

the electric environment on the probe atoms.

When the "In probe is placed within a solid sample, the electric field

gradient (EFG) in the vicinity of the probe interacts with its quadrupole moment.

This causes a hyperfine energy splitting of the intermediate 5/2 level according to

quadrupole selection rules. In PAC, measurements are interpreted to give these

nano-electron volt hyperfine splittings accurately. From these energy splittings, we

can calculate the EFG strength, V, and asymmetry, i. With this information, we

infer the very local defect structure surrounding the probe atom. Since the probe is

largely sensitive only to the EFG produced by defects in the first three or four

shells, it is a local (microscopic) probe. Also, since probe atoms sitting in different

environments in the material will experience different EFGs, the PAC signals will

be different. Thus, each assembly of nuclei in a given, distinct environment

produces a different PAC signal. The strength of each signal is proportional to the

number of probes in that surrounding.

It was stated above that the EFG is characterized by two parameters: the

magnitude of its largest component and its asymmetry. Strictly speaking, the EFG

is a 3rd rank tensor and therefore has nine components: V'; i,j = 1,2,3. The EFG is

a symmetric tensor, however, so that V = This symmetry reduces the number

of independent parameters from 9 to 6. Rotation of the tensor into the principal

axis system reduces the number of degrees of freedom from 6 to 3, the diagonal
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elements of the tensor. Since the EFG tensor is traceless, its diagonal elements

must add to zero. This is a result of a physical constraint that V2V = 0, as required

according to Laplace's Equation..

PAC is a technique that has found a wide range of applicability in the study

of the solid state. One advantage of PAC over other techniques is that its signal

does not degrade upon going to high temperatures or high pressures. Because of

this, PAC has been used a great deal to assist in phase studies/phase diagrams of

various materials.21'22 PAC has also found use as a method for studying both static

and dynamic effects due to impurities and defects in materials.2325 PAC has been

used to study metals, insulators, and semiconductors. Recent review works by Lerf

and Butz26 and Vianden27 are the most comprehensive sources for PAC signals in

non-metals and metals respectively. Despite the successes shown by various PAC

experiments, it remains a relatively obscure technique to many in the field. This

should become less and less true in the future given its advancement over the past

few years.
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2. MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF PAC

In this chapter, an overview of the theory of the interaction of probe nuclei

with extranuclear fields is presented. The discussion and notation used herein

follow that of Frauenfelder and Steffen28 and T. Butz.29 Because of the nature of

this investigation, the discussion is limited to electric quadrupole interactions only.

In addition to this type of interaction, PAC has been used in investigations

involving magnetic interactions with probe nuclei using a slight modification of this

theory.

2.1 THE ANGULAR CORRELATION FUNCTION, W(ki, k2, t)

In a 7-7 PAC experiment, excited probe nuclei decay from an initial nuclear

spin state I to a final nuclear spin state I through a successive cascade, I -+ I -* I,

emitting two gamma rays, 7i and 72 The first ganlina ray establishes a quantization

axis against which the second is correlated. An angular correlation function, W, is

defined such that W(ki, k2, t) d11 d(2 represents the probability that in a time, t, 7i

and 72 are successively emitted in the directions k1 and k2 within the solid angles

d1 and d2.

This correlation function in the absence of extranuclear fields, called the

unperturbed correlation function, can be written in the following form:30'31
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(mfH,lmh)(mOIHjm,)8,,,,,h

Ill, .??,, ,l?I

(2-1)
m. ,mb. ,m1

(m, "2 m, (mb h1' m, ) 8rn

where m> is the initial state of the system, <m is the final state of the system, and

H1 and H2 are mathematical operators that represent the physical interaction

between the nucleus and the radiation field. Since there are no extranuclear

perturbations, the eigenstates immediately after emission of the first radiation, <mal

and <ma ', are the same as the eigenstates immediately preceding the second

radiation, mi,> and mb'>.

When there is an interaction of the nucleus in its intermediate state, I, with

extranuclear fields, the angular correlation between successive radiations becomes

perturbed. The angular correlation of the cascade is changed when probe nuclei

experience torques due to an interaction between the electric quadrupole moment of

the nucleus and the extranuclear field gradients. One can view the problem

classically provided the field gradients do not change during the lifetime of the

intermediate state. From a classical standpoint, the interaction between the nucleus

and a symmetric field gradient causes a precession of the nucleus about the

symmetry axis of the local field gradient. Viewed quantum mechanically, when the

quantization axis lies along the direction of the first radiation, the interaction

between the extranuclear field gradients and the nucleus cause transitions that

results in changes in the rn-state populations. This change produces an oscillation

of the correlation. If the field gradients change with time, the situation must be

approached quantum mechanically in order to obtain quantitative results. The

conceptual model of precession of the nucleus of the probe atom is still useful from

a qualitative standpoint.



The interaction between the nucleus and perturbing fields is described with

an interaction Hamiltonian, K, and it is assumed that the interaction lasts for the

duration of the intermediate state, t (the time between emission of the two gamma

rays). During this period, the states 1m0> evolve into the states mb> in a manner

described quantum mechanically by a unitary operator called the time evolution

operator, A(t). This operator is defined so that A(0) 1, since no interaction has yet

occurred, and satisfies the time dependent Schrodinger equation:

= --f-K A(r) (2-2)

For the case of interactions with static field gradients, the interaction Hamiltonian is

not a function oftime and the solution of(2-2) is

A(t) = A(0) e" (2-3)

If, on the other hand, the field gradients in the vicinity of a probe nucleus vary in

time, then the time evolution operator is given by

A(t) = A(0) exP{_ JK(t') dtl} (2-4)

where the integral is evaluated using Feynman's rules for ordered operators31.

The presence of the field gradients in the vicinity of the nucleus causes a

perturbation of the correlation function in (2-1). In terms of the time evolution

operator, A(r), the perturbed angular correlation is expressed as
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W(k1 ,k ,t) (mj H2 A(t)
I

ma) (ma I H1 m,)
Ifl,

m. ,mf (2-5)

(m1 H2A(t) ma. (ma. I H1 m,)

Since the states rn> form a complete set, the closure or completeness relation32,

can be used to write:

(2-6)

"I

A(l')lma) = I mh)(mh IA(t)jma)

(2-7)

A(t)
I

ma.) = I"h) (mh.
I

A(t)
I

me.)

and the perturbed angular correlation function becomes

W(k1,k2,t) = (m1 I H2A(t)H1 m1)(m, IH2A(t)H1 m1)
lfl .1??,

= (mfIH2lmb)(mbIA(t)lma)(maIHIIm,)
(2-8)

llI,Ifl1l?I,

l?llfl,fl

x(m1 I"2 1mb) (mb IA(t)Ima.) (ma IIIi Im,)*

Equation (2-8) gives the probability of emission of successive radiations in the

directions k1 and k2 respectively. While the final form looks more complicated,

remember that this probability can be written in a form that involves a sum over
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only the possible final states of the system. In this work, only the directional

correlation is considered. That is, the polarization of the emitted gamma rays is not

observed. With this restriction, it is possible to write the correlation function in a

more convenient form. It should be remembered, however, that from this point

forward the results described are only applicable so long as the polarization of the

radiations is ignored. The directional correlation function becomes

GN2
Ak (l)Ak (2)

k1k, (t)YkN. (0I'',)k,N, (e2,2)
W(k1,k2,t)4rt (2-9)

J(2k, +1)(2k7 +1)
N1 ,N2

where q and are the polar and azimuthal angles respectively for the particular

radiation. (It should be noted that this notation, which follows that of reference 28,

has the angles reversed from the standard notation used in physics.) These angles

refer to the direction of observation of the radiations with respect to an arbitrarily

chosen axis of quantization (see figure 2.1), usually chosen to coincide with the

direction in which the first gamma is radiated.

x

z

k2

Figure 2.1 Angular Coordinates Of The Propagation Directions k1 And k2. (After
Reference 28.)
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The AkI(i) are coefficients that depend on the nuclear spins of the states

involved in the transition and the multiple polarizations of the emitted gamma

radiations, with A0 = 1. The summation indices k1 and k2 are in no way related to

the vectors k1 and k2 which refer to the direction of emission for the two successive

radiations. G(t) is a perturbation function which is defined according to

112(1 I kI')G2 (t) = (_1)2I+mm' [(2k1 + 1)(2k2 + 1)]

mmb m. ma )mm a
(2-10)

(I I k
x
ynh mh N2J(mh IA(t)ImU)(mh IA(t)Ima,)*

(I I k'\ (I I k\
The two terms, I I and I 2

, in equation (2-10) are
m. N1) Lm,,. -m,, N2)

called Wigner 3-j symbols and are numerical coefficients that arise from the

coupling of the angular momenta of the nucleus and the extranuclear field. G(t)

contains all information regarding the interaction of the probe nucleus with

surrounding field gradients. Since the perturbing fields surrounding the probe

nuclei result from the structural properties of solids in the vicinity of the probe

nucleus, PAC, which is essentially a nuclear technique, can be used to study the

solid state. Information regarding physical processes responsible for the local

environment or changes in the local environment may be inferred from PAC

spectra, even though these effects are not observed directly. In the next sections, the

angular correlation of free (unperturbed) nuclei and then the angular correlation of

nuclei in the presence of static field gradients is considered. In each of these cases,

the relevant state of the probe nucleus is the 5/2k state of the "1Cd nucleus.
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2.2. THE ANGULAR CORRELATION OF FREE NUCLEI

It is possible to have probe nuclei in a solid at locations in which they act as

though they were free. This would be the case, for example, if the nuclei were in

regions where the electric field gradient vanished. This can occur, for example,

when probe nuclei occupy positions of cubic symmetry. The nuclei could be

situated (with no other defect nearby) in one of the three cubic lattice structures:

simple cubic, face-centered cubic, or body-centered cubic. Regardless of the

environment, the important fact for the immediate discussion is that there exists no

field gradient in the vicinity of the probe nucleus. In this case where K = 0 (there is

no interaction), the time evolution operator A(t) is unity and does not vary in time.

Writing equation (2-10) for the unperturbed case:

(mh IA(t)ImQ)(mh. IA(t)Ima ) = (mh ma )(mh
I

m)
(2-11)

m,mb mdmb

The exponent on the (-1) is even since 21 + ma + ma = 2(1 + ma). The term

involving k1 and k2 can be taken outside the sum, since this term is independent of

the summation indices. Using the results of equation (2-11) in equation (2-10), the

sum becomes:

Ji k1VI I k2'\

m ma N1 Jlma, ma N2 J
(2-12a)

Using the orthogonality relation for the 3-j symbols33, the sum is evaluated to be
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I I k V I I k2
= (2k + 1' 8kkSNN (2-12b)

ma. ma NiJlma. ma NJ

Putting this result into (2-10), the perturbation factor G(r) becomes

G2(t) = b'k1k2b'N1N2 (2-13)

Putting this result into (2-9) and performing the sums over N1 and N2, the angular

correlation function becomes

W(0) = A (1)4 (2)] (cos
(2-14)k=O

km

= A,P,(cosO)
k=O

The summation indicated is over even values of k since the polarization of the

emitted radiations is not observed. In getting to the result (2-14), the addition

theorem34 for spherical harmonics:

4. k

I(cos9)= 1,(OJ,1)Y,,,(92,q2) (2-15)
2k +

was used. The Pk (cos 9) are the Legendre polynomials and contain the information

regarding the angular dependence of the unperturbed angular correlation function.

Selection rules for the Wigner 3-j symbols restrict the possible values ofk from 0 to

21, where I is the spin of the state of nucleus between emission of the two gamma

rays. In this study, this spin state is the intermediate state of the excited 111Cd
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nucleus, which has a nuclear spin of 5/2. Thus, the sum is over even values of k

from 0 to 4. The angle 9 that appears in the argument of the Legendre polynomial

is the angle between k1 and k2, the directions of the emitted gamma rays from the

double gamma cascade. Even in the unperturbed case, there is a preference for the

second gamma ray to be emitted in some directions over others. For example, by

the nature of the Legendre polynomials, one can see that it is more likely for the

second gamma to be emitted at an angle of 00 or 1800 with respect to the first

gamma, than it is to be emitted at 90°. Table 2.1 gives values for the zeroth,

second, and fourth order Legendre polynomials for these special angles. In

compiling the table, information was taken from reference 34. The angular

correlation function W(9) as a function of angle between the emitted gamma

radiations is shown in Figure 2.2 for the case A22 = -0.180, A44 0.

o w = cos 9 Po(w)

= 1

P2(w)

3/2 w2-1/2

P4(w)

=35/8 w4-30/8 w2 + 3/8

0° 1 1 1 1

90° 0 1 -1/2 3/8

180° -1 1 1 1

Table 2.1 The Legendre Polynomials Evaluated At Particular Angles Of Interest
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Figure 2.2 A Plot Of The Angular Correlation Function, W(0), For Free Nuclei.
The probability of having the second gamma detected at a given angle (relative to
the axis of quantization set up by the direction of the emission of the first gamma)
is greater the farther the curve is from the origin. Notice that no angles are
excluded, although some are clearly preferred. In generating this plot, values of A22
and A44 were used for "In the probe used in this investigation.

2.3. ANGULAR CORRELATION OF NUCLEI IN THE PRESENCE OF
STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENTS

Because of the symmetry required for a probe nucleus to be located at a

position where it experiences no electric field gradient, probe nuclei in solids can

seldom be treated as "free" nuclei. Of the fourteen Bravais Lattice types, only three

have the symmetry needed for a probe nucleus to be free of perturbing field

gradients. Even in these lattice types, there must be no impurities (other than the

probe nuclei) present in the lattice near the probe for the required symmetry to

exist.

In treating this perturbed case, a unitary matrix, U, that diagonalizes the

interaction Hamiltonian, K is used:
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UKU1=E, (2-16)

with E designating the diagonal matrix of energy eigenvalues. Using the

completeness relation, the time evolution matrices from (2-10) become:

E,,

(mh IA(t)Im) = I

m) (nlma)
'I

(2-17)

(mhIA(t)ImQ) =(nvlmh,)e_(nIma)*

With this result, the perturbation factor G(t) becomes

1/2(1 IG2 (t) =
(_1)21+mmb [(2k, + 1)(2k2 + 1)]

)mmb nfl'
m m N1

mm a a

(2-18)

2 e (nlmh)*(nimb)(nIma)(nIma,)*(I I k

mh 1h N2

In this study, powder samples were used. In such a polyciystalline material,

the principal axes of the various crystals are randomly oriented. D(() is designated

as the (unitary) rotation matrix that transforms from the lab coordinate system to the

principal axis system of an individual microcrystal through a set of Euler angles

indicated by ( =(ct, , y):

K(z') = D()K(z)D' (Ci) (2-19)

As before, U diagonalizes K(z') so that UKLT' = E, and the time evolution operator

becomes
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A(t) = D' (Q)U' e UD() (2-20)

31

The matrix elements of the time evolution operator for a polycrystalline material

are then
i E,,i

(rnh I
A(t) I rn) = (n mb ) (n I rn ) et' D'

*

D' (2-21)
'11h b

mb
fl

where the D terms indicate the matrix elements for the rotation operator,

<ma 'ID(rna>.

relation35

( j1

rni.

The rotation matrix elements obey the following contraction

*

=
I fi J

D' DJ2 (2-22)
I mm1mm

rn2 rn) rn1 rn2 rn

Inserting elements corresponding to (2-2 1) into (2-10) and using the contraction

relation (2-22), the perturbation function for a given principal axis system is

obtained:

+nI

G'2 (t)
(

"[(2k1 +1) (2k2 +

1'th

II 1k
xl

J(i I

rn0 -rn p1 rn rnh
D'

N1

*

D" (n
1h (n' I mb) (2-2 3)

x(nlma)(ntlrna)*

Since the microcrystals in a powder sample are randomly oriented, each

microcrystal has a different rotation matrix. To obtain the perturbation function

describing the interaction of the extranuclear field gradients for the entire powder
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sample, it is necessary to average over all possible orientations of the principle axis

system. Applying the orthogonality relation for the rotation matrices35,

JD, D,, dQ
2j1+ i2

8,,,, , (2-24)

The resulting perturbation function becomes

I I k
Gkk(t)=(G2(t)) = e

1]rn, 111b m -ma P
Ifl,,. 'b

xl I *

(2-25)

m mh p2
(nlmb) (nImh)(nIma)(nIma)

where the <>ç indicates an average over all possible Euler angles. Evaluating the

first indicated summation:

[(Er E,,)tl
Gkk (t) = S e = S + S, cos

[ h ]
(2-26)fin

fin' fl flfl'

where the S,,,1" coefficients are defined to be

i(EE)t I I k" I I k"
= (_1)2fhI e

[ma. m NJ [mb 1h NJ,,, n1,
n,,,

(2-27)

x (nlmh) (nlmb)(nlmfi)(nImQ)

Notice that there is a time independent term in (2-26), referred to as the hard core

term. This term indicates that for nuclei in a powder sample in the presence of

static perturbing fields, the angular correlation is never completely destroyed. To
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get the angular correlation function for probe nuclei in the presence of a static field

gradient, substitute (2-26) back into (2-9) and use the addition theorem for spherical

harmonics (2-15):

W(O,t) = A G (t)P, (cosO) = A Gk (t)P, (cosO)

(k,even) (k,even)

By convention, Ak Akk A'l).Ak(72) and Gk(t) G(t).

2.4. THE STATIC ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION

(2-28)

The quadrupole moment of a nucleus is a measure of the departure of the

mean distribution of nuclear charge from spherical symmetry36. A positive

quadrupole moment indicates a prolate ellipsoidal distribution and a negative

quadrupole moment indicates an oblate distribution. While the relevant probe in

this study possesses a non-zero quadrupole moment, not all nuclei do.

To be able to use the time evolution operator, the nuclear energy levels E

and must be determined. The electrostatic interaction Hamiltonian that

describes the interaction of probe nuclei with the surrounding environment is given

by

HEJ =
e, e,

(2-29)
,,,
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where quantities associated with the probe nuclei are subscripted with an "I" and

those associated with the environment are indicated with a subscript, 'f'. Since the

point charges in the environment surround the nucleus, r> r and equation (2-29)

can be expanded using the multipole expansion:

e, e1
k

I (cosO,,) (2-30)HEJ
'.1 k=O r'

where is the angle between r and r. After application of the of the addition

theorem for spherical harmonics, (2-15), the Hamiltonian becomes

4 k e.

HEJ (_1)e,rkYkp(9,co,)_1_Y
k-O 2k + 1 p=-k I

k-p (o, , co) (2-31)

At this point, the standard tensor operators associated with the nuclear moments,

q(k), and the extranuclear fields T37 are introduced:

q = 1 (91,q) (2-32a)

j,r(k)

= k1-p (9, ,co,) (2-32b)

This results in a more compact form for the Hamiltonian expressed in terms of the

scalar product of two tensor operators

4ff (k) (k)

HEJ= q V , (2-33)
k=O 2k+1



where

k
(k) (k)(k) (k)q V = (-1)'q V (2-34)

35

The expression for the Hamiltonian which describes the interaction of each probe

nucleus with its environment is a product of two factors: (i) a nuclear moment and

(ii) an external field factor. The terms of the sum are

1 (1) (1) 1
HEJ

=47r[ZeiV(0)+_.q .v +_q(2Lv(2)+!q(3).v(3)+...] (2-35)

and represent the interaction of, respectively, the nuclear charge with the external

scalar potential, the nuclear dipole moment with the electric field (or gradient of the

scalar potential), the nuclear quadnipole moment with the electric field gradient (or

gradient of the gradient of the scalar potential), and so forth. Fortunately, not all

terms must be considered (it is, after all, an infinite sum in theory). As a result of

parity conservation, all terms involving odd order nuclear moments vanish. Also,

terms higher than the octupole nuclear moment are negligible in contribution. in

fact, for the probe nucleus used in this study even the term involving the octupole

moment is small compared to the term involving the quadrupole moment as a result

of the anisotropy of the nucleus. This is not the case for all commonly used probes.

For this study, the only surviving term in (2-35) is the Electric Quadrupole

Hamiltonian, the term involving the electric quadrupole moment:

4,r
HEO

q(2)
= (_i)" q2) v) (2-36)

5 p=-2
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q(2) and y(2) are tensors of rank two and are referred to as the nuclear quadrupole

operator and the electric field gradient operator respectively. The components of

the electric field gradient tensor can be written in terms of the Cartesian derivatives

mentioned in Chapter 1

I±_
--

-J24
(v ±ijç) (2-37)

=J _5_(v,, -ç ±21ç)

The energy levels E and are determined by the eigenvalues of the matrix

elements of the quadrupole Hamiltonian. These matrix elements are given by

42
(ImIHEOIIm)=---(-1)'

(2-38)4,r2

The components of the electric field gradient do not depend on nuclear spin and

therefore can be written independent of the matrix elements of the quadrupole

tensor. The matrix elements of the quadrupole moment tensor can be evaluated

using the Wigner-Eckart theroem38

/i I (2)
mq urn') =(i)'" ( I 2

(2)01) (2-39)
-m
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where the term (i q(2)I) is referred to as the reduced matrix element. This

reduced matrix element can be calculated using the conventional definition of the

nuclear quadrupole moment39

eQ=jI-i(JIIq,2II) (2-40)

Using (2-39) with m = I and inverting,

eQI (2-41)
(I I 2J1

(I q(2)
0')

=
I 0

which can be used to determine the matrix elements of the electric quadnipole

tensor

/ I (2)
Imfq urn') = (i)'"' eQ (2-42)

5 I I I 2J1

16,r m -m p I I 0

In the principal axis system, only the three diagonal and two off-diagonal terms of

the quadrupole Hamiltonian matrix (2-3 8) do not vanish. Expressing the electric

field gradient tensor components in Cartesian rather than spherical components, the

non-zero matrix elements of the quadrupole Hamiltonian are
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(Im±2IHEQIm)=.ni-ho)Q{[I±(m+1)][I±(m+2)]

x [i (m 1)] [I (2-43)

(ImI HEO Im)=h00[3m2 1(1+1)]

where a is called the quadrupole frequency and is defined as

W()
eQ V...

(2-44)41(21l)h

and i is called the asymmetry parameter which is defined in terms of the Cartesian

field gradients according to

v-v
77=

£T
(2-45)

By convention, the principal axis system is chosen so that V has the largest

absolute magnitude and V is the smallest absolute magnitude component of the

diagonalized field gradient tensor. This restricts the asymmetry parameter to be

bounded by a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1. The system is axially symmetric

if V = V. In this case 77=0.

If the interaction is not axially symmetric, then the Hamiltonian must be

diagonalized to find the energy eigenvalues. For 111Cd I = 5/2 and the Hamiltonian

becomes



HEQ _/OI

10 0 0 0 0

0 2 0 0 0

i7sJi 0 8 0 iJii 0

0 ,,/jj 0 8 0 ijii
0 0 ,jii 0 2 0

0 0 0 10

This leads to a cubic eigenvalue equation

(2-46)

E3_28E(772+3)_160(1_772)=0 (2-47)

which can be solved using standard methods4°

ri

[3
E512 2aho0cosI cos

E312 = 2a h ai cos[-4r + cos' ii)] (2-48)

= 2a h o cos [-4r cos /3)]

where a and /3 are defined as

a=j(7i2+3)

/3=
80(i_,72)

(2-49)
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The PAC frequency triplet, which can be thought of as an experimental

"fingerprint" that gives information about the perturbation factor for probe nuclei in

a particular environment, is defined as the differences between energy eigenvalues

divided by h:

E112

= 2jaWQ sh1[cos-I i](01=
n

-1
1E512 E312

= 2jaw() srn[(ir_cos /1)] (2-50)
h

E512 E112 r
(03 = =2.J.awos1nI_(2r+cos1fl)]

h [3

with the sum rule that w + co2 = a. Figure 2.3 shows the dependence of the energy

eigenvalues and PAC frequencies on the asymmetry parameter.

With the eigenvalues in (2-50), the perturbation factor G(t) can be

rewritten as

G (t) = SkO +Skfl cos[a, (77)t] (2-51)

The S are defined so that Skfl = 1 in order that Gkk(0) = 1, as required. Like the

PAC frequencies, the S coefficients are functions of the asymmetry parameter41

and are tabulated in Table 2-2.
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Figure 2.3 PAC Energies And Frequencies As Functions Of EFG Asymmetry.
Dependence of energy eignevalues (top) and PAC frequencies (bottom) on
asymmetry of Electric Field Gradient is shown. Note that the vertical axis on each
graph has been scaled so that the plotted quantities are independent of nuclear spin
state of the probe atom and strength of the EFG (these parameters are incorporated
in (OQ, as in equation 2-44). The horizontal axes of the graphs are the same.
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The directional correlation function, (2-2 8), can be written as

W(O,t) = 1 + 4G2 (t)J (cosO) + A4G4 (t)P4 (cosO) (2-52)

However, for "Cd A4 < 0.01 A2 and the third term can be ignored as a result of its

small contribution to the angular correlation function. The approximate angular

correlation function is given by

w(O,t) = 1 + A2G2 (t)i (cosO) (2-53)

This assumption thatA4 is much smaller than A2 and is therefore negligible is not a

valid argument for all "useful" PAC probes. In for example42, A4 is almost

25 percent ofA2.

In this investigation, angular coincidences between the successive radiations

are experimentally measured. From these measurements, the angular correlation

function, W(9, t), is extracted and the perturbation function G2(t) is determined

using a numerical curve fitting method described in the next chapter. (The

theoretical dependence of G2(t) on EFG asymmetry is shown in Figure 2-4.) Once

the perturbation function has been correctly modeled and fitted, information

regarding the local electronic enviromnent and structure is inferred from

symmetries and relative fractions of probe nuclei sitting in distinct locations in the

host material.
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S20 S21 S22 S23
1 S40 S41 S42 S43

0.2000 0.3714 0.2857 0.1429
0.0

0.1111 0.2381 0.2857 0.3651

0.2024 0.3688 0.2855 0.1432
0.1

0.1098 0.2395 0.2858 0.3649

0.2090 0.3617 0.2850 0.1443
0.2

0.1061 0.2435 0.2861 0.3643

0.2181 0.3517 0.2844 0.1458
0.3

0.1010 0.2491 0.2864 0.3634

0.2280 0.3405 0.2840 0.1474
0.4

0.0955 0.2553 0.2867 0.3625

0.2373 0.3296 0.2841 0.1490
0.5

0.0904 0.2613 0.2866 0.3617

0.2451 0.3198 0.2847 0.1504
0.6

0.0860 0.2668 0.2866 0.3609

0.2511 0.3113 0.2861 0.1515
0.7

0.0827 0.2715 0.2855 0.3603

0.2552 0.3044 0.2882 0.1522
0.8

0.0804 0.2753 0.2844 0.3599

0.2576 0.2988 0.2910 0.1526
0. 9

0.0791 0.2781 .02828 0.3596

0.2583 0.2945 0.2945 0.1528
1.0

0.0787 0.2808 0.2808 0.3596

Table 2.2 S (with k = 2,4 and n = 0,1,2,3) Coefficients For A General Quadrupole
Interaction For Specific Values of EFG Assymetry. Values for this table were
taken from Reference 49.
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Figure 2.4 Pertubation Functions, G2(t), For A General, Static Quadrupole
Interaction For Several Values Of The Assymetry Parameter. The functions plotted
are specific for the case where the nuclear spin state is I = 5/2, as is the case for the
intermediate state of" 'Cd. This figure continues on the next page.
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Figure 2.4. (continued)
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3. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, the details of the experimental apparatus used to collect data

in this investigation will be introduced. Details related to data reduction, computer

models, and curve fitting will follow this introduction to the PAC spectrometer.

Some discussion regarding sample preparation will conclude this chapter.

3.1 SPECTROMETER OVERVIEW

PAC belongs to the family of hyperfine techniques used in the study of the solid

state such as Mössbauer Spectroscopy, Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance, and

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. Even though PAC has been around since the 1950's,

PAC spectrometers are not commercially available as a single unit. One must,

instead, construct a spectrometer piecemeal from individual components such as

NIM (Nuclear Instrumentation Methods, a standard established in 1 964) bins and

modules, detectors equipped with photomultiplier tubes, and (today) a personal

computer with an appropriate interface card and operating software.

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of a PAC Spectrometer. The spectrometer used

in this investigation consists of four detectors, oriented in a plane, at right angles

with respect to one another. Each detector has a BaF2 scintillation crystal coupled

to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and base. (The combination of a scintillator and a

light detector, such as a PMT, is referred to as a scintillation detector.) A

scintillator is a material that converts energy deposited when ionizing radiation
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Figure 3.1 Functional Block Diagram Of A PAC Spectrometer.
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is absorbed into pulses of light.45 These photons pass through the window of the

PMT and strike a photocathode, releasing photoelectrons in the process. The

number of photoelectrons emitted by the photocathode is proportional to the energy

of the gamma absorbed by the scintillation ciystal. The boundaries, but not the

faces, of the crystal are wrapped with high-quality Teflon tape to increase the

probability that a photon will reach the photocathode by increasing reflectivity at

the boundary. The emitted photoelectrons are accelerated through a potential

difference to the dynode. Each detector has an operating voltage of about 2,500

Volts and puts out two signals: a fast signal from the anode (for timing analysis)

and a slower signal from the dynode (for energy analysis). Details of each of these

analyses will be discussed shortly.

Detectors are coupled into two groups of two, and each gamma ray in the

cascade must be identified by detectors in different couples. For example, detector

0 can detect a start gamma (the 171 keV gamma ray in the cascade is often referred

to as the start gamma, since detection of this gamma ray starts a valid measurement;

the 245 keV gamma ray is then referred to as the stop gamma, since detection of

this gamma ray ends a valid measurement) and then either detector 2 (oriented at

180° relative to detector 0) or detector 3 (oriented at 90° relative to detector 0) can

detect a stop gamma. Detector 1 can never detect a stop gamma when detector 0

detects a start gamma, and vice versa, since these detectors are coupled together.

While a measurement begins and ends at the detectors (with the detection of the

start and stop gammas), the analysis of the information from the event does not.

The timing and energy analysis required to determine whether an event is "valid",

which detector saw which gamma, etc. is turned over to the "brains" of the

spectrometer, the coincidence electronics. The timing analysis is discussed first.
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There are three basic methods commonly used to collect timing information

from analog pulses: Leading Edge Detection, Crossover Detection, and Constant

Fraction Discrimination. The timing signal from the anode of our PMTs is unipolar

(it happens to be negative), so use of the Crossover technique is not possible since

this technique requires a bipolar pulse. Leading Edge detection is greatly

dependent on the amplitude of the signal. The Constant Fraction technique reduces

the effect of pulse height on timing information by using a threshold that is a

constant fraction of the signal amplitude.46 Since the timing of the pulse from the

detector is related to the time a gamma ray was absorbed and since as accurate a

measurement of this time as possible is needed, the constant fraction technique is

used in this experiment. The anode of each detector is connected to the input of its

own Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD). The CFD shapes and discriminates

the input signal and puts out a standard NIM pulse that is correlated to the time the

detector absorbed a gamma ray.

The outputs of the CFDs for detectors 0 and 1 are connected to a mixer and the

output of this mixer is connected to the Start input of the Time-to-Amplitude

Converter (TAC). The outputs of the CFDs for detectors 2 and 3 are similarly

connected to the inputs of a mixer, but a long delay cable is inserted between the

output of this mixer and the Stop input of the TAC to move the "time zero" point of

an event to the middle of the selected TAC time range. The TAC is the timekeeper

in the experiment, providing information about the time interval between the

successive emission of the gammas by charging a capacitor during the time between

Start and Stop signals.47 The amplitude of the output signal from the TAC is

proportional to the amount of stored charge in the capacitor. The time range of the

TAC in this experiment was set at 1 ps, suitable for "In PAC measurements.
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Once the TAC has received both a start and stop pulse, the CFDs are gated off

to avoid interference that can arise from subsequent incoming signals from the

CFDs. The CFDs remain gated off until either data considered to be valid has been

stored by the computer, or it is determined that the information received does not

correspond to a valid event. When both a start and stop signal sent to the TAC

within the time range specified, a True Start signal is sent from the TAC to the

encoding/routing circuit board used in the energy analysis of a measurement.

The output of the TAC is fed into the input of an Analog-to-Digital Converter

(ADC). The ADC is set to divide the full output range of the TAC analog signal

into 1024 channels and digitize the signal in the process. Once the ADC receives

its input signal from the TAC, the TAC is gated off until the ADC is reset. The

output of the ADC is read by the computer through the Dundquist Interface Board

(so named after Ms. Lisa Dundon and Dr. Randy Lunquist, the developers of the

board and former graduate students in the Gardner research group). The Dundquist

Interface Board, specific to the PAC spectrometer used in this investigation, is

shown schematically in Figure 3.2.

The signal from the dynode of each PMT is monitored for energy information in

order to determine which gamma in the cascade has been detected. This signal

from this output on the PMT is first sent through a preamplifier for shaping and

amplification and is then further amplified by being passed through a linear

amplifier. The resulting pulse is sent to a homemade Twin Single Channel

Analyzer (TSCA). Each TSCA has adjustable energy windows that are set to detect

both start and stop gamma rays from a single detector. The input signal for each

TSCA is split between a peak sensing circuit and two window comparitors.48 The

comparitor output is high if the input exceeds the Lower Level Threshold (LLT)
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Figure 3.2 The Dundquist Interface Board. The circuit on this board is used to interrupt the computer when valid data is ready so
that the data acquisition software can store the information. Events that do not have correct routing and timing information reset
the ADC but do not interrupt the computer, reducing dead time and increasing the amount of data that can be collected over a
given interval of time.
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but does not exceed the Upper Level Threshold (ULT). Separate linear precision

potentiometers are used to adjust the LLT (corresponding to the low energy cutoff

for an energy window) and the ULT (corresponding to the high energy cutoff for an

energy window). The energy windows are checked and adjusted on a daily basis

using a Multichannel Analyzer. The circuit diagram of a TSCA unit is shown in

Figure 3.3.

+15V

ULT

+15V

LLT(

IN
+15V

ULTL

+15V

LLT

+jv
200pf 100k+
2O0pf'

240k

Figure 3.3 Circuit Diagram Of A TSCA Unit. Comparitors Ci C5 are on an LM
311 Chip, And gates G1 G4 are part of an SN 7408 chip, and the monostable
multivibrators F1 F3 are each half of an SN 74221 chip.
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The two outputs from each TSCA are fed into an encoding/routing circuit for

determining the sequence of events as well as further testing for the validity of an

event. The circuit, shown in Figure 3.4, is designed so that events that involve the

detection of more than one start gamma or more than one stop gamma are thrown

out and not processed by the computer. A measurement is accepted as a valid event

only if a start gamma is received by either detector 0 or 1 and a stop gamma is

received by either detector 2 or 3 (in which case the event is referred to as a forward

event), or if the reverse happens. That is, a valid reverse event occurs when a stop

gamma is received by detector 0 or 1 and a stop gamma is received by detector 2 or

3. The information about the sequencing of the correlated detection of the gamma

rays is called routing information, and this routing information is used to store valid

data from specific detector pairs in sectors. Sector 0/3 would contain all data where

detector 0 received a start gamma and detector 3 received a stop gamma (a forward

event) and sector 3/0 would contain reverse data where the start gamma was

received by detector 3 and the stop gamma by detector 0. The possibility of either

type of valid event (forward or reverse) is the reason the time-zero of an event is

moved to the middle of the TAC time range. The VALID bit is used in the Valid

Gating circuit and by the operating software to reject events that are not valid as

defined above. The encoded routing information is sent to an Octal D-Type Flip-

Flop chip. This chip is clocked with positive edge of the delayed True Start signal

from the TAC. The True Start signal is delayed for about 2 ts using a Gate and

Delay Generator to compensate for the difference in processing in the timing (fast)

and energy (slow) signals.
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Information from the encoding/routing circuit is sent to the Dundquist Interface

Board before being sent to the computer. The function of the Dundquist board is to

verify that the energy and timing information are valid and correlated. On

verification of a valid measurement, the computer is interrupted, data is sent to the

computer, and the ADC is reset (which turns off the busy signal, enabling the TAC

and gates the CFDs back on) so that the next measurement can begin. Events that

are not valid do not interrupt the computer, resulting in decreased dead time so that

the spectrometer can collect more data in a given amount of time.

A typical run generally requires between 8 and 24 hours depending upon sample

strength to accumulate two statistically independent spectra (forward and reverse).

In this time, approximately 50,000 counts per channel at the peak of a spectrum and

a total of approximately 10,000,000 counts are accumulated for each valid detector

pair. When enough data has been collected for good statistics, the data for the run

is saved to disk for later analysis.

3.2 SPECTROMETER CALIBRATION

As mentioned earlier, the energy calibration occurs on a daily basis with the

current sample as the source and a MCA gated by the output of the TSCA. The two

windows for each TSCA are set so that only the 171 keV start gamma or 245 keV

stop gamma peak in the energy spectrum is detected.

The task of time calibration is more involved and, fortunately, does not need

to occur nearly so frequently as the energy calibration. Time calibration consists of

three parts: adjusting the cable length from the anode of each PMT to the input of
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the corresponding CFD so that the time-zero channels for all valid detector pairs are

the same, determining the time scale of the TAC, and determining the time

resolution of the spectrometer. The time-zero channel for an event is aligned using

a 22Na source. 22Na decays to 22Ne via positron emission with a half-life of 2.6

years. The emitted positron undergoes pair annihilation with a nearby electron,

generating two simultaneous 511 keY photons that travel in opposite directions.

Some of these photon pairs are absorbed by two detectors resulting in a spectrum

accumulated for sectors involving detectors at 1800 that is ideally a spike similar to

a delta function (it would have zero width, but only a finite height). In practice

there is some minimal broadening of the peak due to the finite time resolution of

the detector. By adjusting the lengths of the timing signal cables between the anode

of the PMTs and the corresponding CFDs, the time-zero channels of all sectors are

aligned to within a few tenths of a channel. (Sectors corresponding to detector

pairs at 90°, such as sector 0/3, have time-zero calibrations after a physical reversal

of detectors 0 and 1. The detectors are returned to their correct orientation

immediately after the time-zero calibration.)

After peaks for each valid detector pair have been accumulated for a fixed

interval of time, a program determines the location and full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of every peak and computes the instrumental resolution function for both

forward and reverse spectra. The instrumental resolution function is the sum of the

channel data in each of the four channels before and after the time-zero channel,

and the function is normalized to 255 counts in the time-zero channel. The finite

time resolution of the spectrometer is taken into account during data analysis by

using this instrumental resolution function.
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A time calibrator is used to determine the absolute time scale of the TAC.

The time calibrator generates Start and Stop pulses separated by integer multiples

of a user-selected time interval. These pulses are sent directly to the Start and Stop

inputs of the TAC, and a calibration program accumulates a number of periodically

repeating peaks. The calibration program determines the time calibration by

performing a least-squares fit. The time calibration determines the time per

channel, or the absolute time scale of the TAC. The time calibration for the data in

this investigation is of order 0.5 ns per channel. Information such as the time-

calibration, the time-zero channel, and the instrumental time resolution function is

saved with experimental spectra to disk so that this information is available when

the spectra are analyzed.

3.3 THE FURNACE

Because of the need to perform experimental measurements at various

temperatures for particular samples, a furnace in which samples can be placed is

used. As with several components of the spectrometer, this piece of equipment was

designed and built in-house. Some of the issues that must be considered in the

design of the furnace include the following:

. The outer surfaces of the furnace must be at room temperature so that the

operating temperature of the detectors, which are outside the furnace, is

independent of the sample temperature. The detector efficiency, largely due

to the scintillation process within the crystal, is temperature dependent and

we need this efficiency to be as constant as possible.
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The body of the furnace should be thin and constructed from a low-Z

material so that absorption and/or Compton scattering of the gamma rays

emitted by our probe atoms is minimized. Each of these effects reduces the

number of valid events detected, thereby worsening the statistics for a given

interval of data collection.

The furnace must work reliably over as long a period as possible before the

heating element is replaced. Replacing a heating element generally takes a

spectrometer offline for at least a day (more if one is unlucky and has

electrical continuity problems when the furnace is reassembled) and

spectrometer downtime is something to be avoided.

The furnace used in this investigation was designed, built, and modified by

previous members of the Gardner research group48' 49 This furnace, shown in

Figure 3.5 (a), consists of a water-cooled outer body constructed from aluminum

with a closed-bottom, '/2" OD alumina (ceramic) furnace tube. The furnace tube

has an inside diameter of 3/8", which affects the size of a sample that can be used in

temperature studies.

The heating element of the furnace is cut from a 0.005" thick sheet of

graphite foil. The pattern used for cutting the element is shown in Figure 3.5 (b).

The element is wrapped around the furnace tube and covered with alumina thermal

insulation. The insulation must be baked at high temperature to burn off an organic

binder that can become carbonized and act as a shunt resistor, prematurely causing

a furnace element to fail. The insulation is then covered with zirconium foil, which

is used both as a heat shield and an oxygen getter to prevent the furnace element

from oxidizing (and again failing prematurely). The foil and insulation-wrapped
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Figure 3.5 PAC Furnace And Element. (a) Top: Cross-sectional view of the furnace
used to control the sample temperature during PAC experiments. (b) Bottom: The
graphite foil heating element that is wrapped around the furnace tube. The
resistance of the element is about 5
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element is held in place using copper wire ties. The element is connected to two

pieces of copper foil, which are used as current leads to the electrical feed-throughs

that lead to the outside of the furnace body. A mechanical vacuum pump is

connected to the furnace body and keeps the heating element under a low vacuum.

This further reduces the rate at which the element oxidizes, thereby increasing its

usable lifetime.

A home-built AC power supply is used to power the furnace. A (sealed)

sample and a Pt-Pt/i O%Rh thermocouple are placed in the center of the tube. The

bottom of the thermocouple is placed, as close as possible, to the middle of the

sample. The temperature is controlled using an Omega temperature controller

connected to both the thermocouple and the power supply. The temperature cycle of

the Omega controller is smaller than 2°C, though the uncertainty in sample

temperature should be considered higher at the more extreme temperatures that can

be achieved using the furnace. (There is a 10°C uncertainty in sample temperature

when the furnace is operating at 1400°C, for example.) A well-constructed furnace

can last six months or more under normal operation up to 1200°C.5° (The

temperatures in this investigation were kept well below this value.)
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3.4 DATA REDUCTION

In a PAC experiment, the angular correlation function, W(9, t), developed in

Chapter 2 is not observed directly. Rather, the spectrometer collects data related to

coincidences between particular detector pairs. This sector data, which does

contain information related to the angular correlation function, has three features

that can be observed from looking at Figure 3.6:

No channel in the sector data has zero counts; there is a background count

(that is assumed to be constant) for each channel that is due, largely, to

accidental or random coincidences.

The most prominent feature of the sector data is the half-life curve that

appears as a decaying exponential function. This piece of the data, like the

background, does not provide us with useful information as the lifetime

(different from the half-life) of the intermediate state of the decay process is

well known.

Upon close inspection, it is noticed that there is an oscillatory function

(commonly referred to as "wiggles" ) superimposed on the exponential

decay. This is the part of the data we are really interested in getting at,

because this part of the data contains the angular correlation function. This

correlation function contains the perturbation function G2(t), which contains

all of the interesting information related to the physics of the system under

investigation
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Figure 3.6 Typical Raw Sector Data61. The figure shows data for two sectors
superimposed on the same plot. Notice that there are more counts in the 1800
sector than the 90° sector in agreement with the fact that the probability of detection
of the second gamma in the cascade is higher for a 180° coincidence than a 90°
coincidence.

For each detector pair i/j, the sector data can be expressed as:

D, (0,,') = (3.1)

where B is the average number of background counts, s are the efficiencies of

detectors i and j, t is the lifetime of the intermediate state (85 ns for the 5/2k

intermediate state of the "Cd nucleus), o is the sample self-absorption

coefficient51, and N0 is the peak number of counts (after the background has been
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subtracted) in the channel corresponding to time-zero. The average number of

background counts, B, is found by averaging over 100 data channels occurring

significantly prior to time-zero (or, after time-zero in the case of reverse sector

data). After background-correction, we obtain

(0,,') = D (0,t)B
e,go.5N0e_tITW(0,t)

(3-2)

In order to extract information related to the perturbation function, G2(t), we define

the following forward and reverse spectral ratios:

Jc02 C13
R,

20213 + 2CQ3C12

/c20c31 Ic30C21

Rr
22031 + 2C30C2

Recalling that the angular correlation function, W(0,r), can be written as

W(0,t) = 1 + A2G2 (t)i (cos0) (2-53)

Writing (3-2) for each detector pair using (2-5 3) and substitution into either spectral

ratio in (3-3), reveals that the spectral ratio, which is actually time dependent,

simplifies to

R(t) = A2G2 (t) (3-4)
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For 111Cd, A2 = -0.180 under the ideal conditions of point source and point detector.

The finite size of the samples and detectors effectively reduces A249. In practice, A2

is replaced by an effective anisotropy, A2, eff, (although this effective value is still

almost always referred to simply as A2) and is incorporated as a fitting parameter in

modeling of data. It is possible to estimate A2,eff to verify all counts are observed.

Dr. Randy Lundquist developed the fitting program, G2Fit, that was used to

analyze the data collected in this investigation. The core of the fitting program is a

non-linear least-squares fitting routine52 based on Marquardt's algorithm. In the

fitting routine, the appropriate theoretical expression for A2G2 is convoluted with

the system time resolution function mentioned earlier in order to account for the

finite time resolution of the spectrometer. A Fourier Transform (FT) is generated

from the data and this FT is inspected for preliminary determination of information

such as the number of distinct sites occupied by probe atoms, the PAC frequencies

associated with each distinct site, and so forth.

A successful fit provides parameters from which other physical quantities

can be determined. The fitting parameters in this investigation include the

following:

A2, eff The effective anisotropy that results primarily form the solid angle

correction factor;

f- The fraction of probe atoms sitting in the each distinct site;

nfl, (02 The PAC frequencies associated with each distinct site. These

frequencies depend upon the strength of the interaction between the nucleus

of the probe atom and the extranuclear field gradient it experiences;

6- The line broadening of each distinct PAC signal.
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Two physical quantities, discussed in Chapter 2, are derived from the fitted

parameters: the asymmetry parameter, i and the largest magnitude electric field

gradient tensor element (in the diagonalized coordinate system), V. The

asymmetry parameter is associated with the symmetry of the EFG at the probe site,

which is, in turn, related to the crystal structure and symmetry in the vicinity of the

probe atom. V, commonly referred to as the strength of the EFG, is also

determined by charge and location of atoms in the crystal in the vicinity of the

probe nucleus. This strength of the EFG at the probe site can be represented as a

sum of a lattice part due to contributions of the ionic cores of nearby atoms and an

electronic part that arises from the nature of covalent bonds, conduction electrons,

and unfilled electronic shells of the probe atom. Since CdTe is not a metal and

since Cd2 has a closed electronic shell, the contribution due to electronic effects

should be negligible. It should be noted, however, that even for the case of a probe

with a closed electronic shell, the electronic shell can be distorted by the

surrounding electric field. The observed nuclear quadrupole interaction can be

greatly enhanced by the proximity of electrons around the probe ion core. For a Cd

probe the observed strength of the EFG can be written as:53

V =(ljç)V(lat) (3-5)

where V(lat) is the EFT due to the ion cores in the lattice and y, is the Sternheimer

antishielding factor, which is negative for most ions. For the Cd2 ion, this

antisbielding factor is 29.27.
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3.5 SAMPLE PREPARATION

The samples used in this investigation were made using commercially available,

99.999% pure, semi-insulating CdTe powder (Johnson-Matthey catalog no. 14367).

Since the samples needed to be in a sealed, controlled environment, an

ampoule made of quartz was needed for each sample. To make this ampoule, the

inside of a ¼" OD, thin-walled quartz tube was rinsed thoroughly using deionized

water and allowed to dry. One end of the tube was sealed using a torch and the tube

was lightly heated to ensure no water vapor remained in the tube.

The radiotracer used in this experiment was delivered to the research group

in the form of mCi355, which was then diluted with 3-6 drops of 0.05M HC1. Using

a microsyringe, a small drop of the dissolved InCl3 was deposited on a quartz chip.

The liquid was driven off under a heat lamp leaving the radioactive 1111n dried on

the quartz chip. Depending on the sample, between 25 mg and 50 mg of CdTe was

measured out using a balance and standard weighing paper56. The CdTe powder

and the quartz chip were sealed in a quartz tube and annealed for several hours at

500 °C to diffuse the radiotracer. For most samples, this ampoule was then broken

open, using a glass cutter to score the quartz to make the break as clean as possible.

The powder (but not the activated quartz chip) was transferred to a second ampoule

along with an excess (0.3% to 0.9%) of Te, the ampoule was sealed under an argon

atmosphere, and further annealed at 700 to 800 °C for several hours to introduce

vacancies into the material. (During the early stages of the project, the excess of Te

was replaced with an excess of Cd in order to test whether the PAC signal

disappeared, etc.) Typical mm concentration in the samples was around 1012 cm3.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, each sample used in this

study consists of CdTe powder that is lightly doped with "In radiotracer probe

atoms. One advantage of choosing CdTe as the material to be investigated is that

WIn decays to "1Cd, which is native to the host lattice. This means that, once the

probe atoms decay, there are no impurities in the lattice due to introduction of the

probe. Also, CdTe crystallizes in the (cubic) zincblende structure rather than the

(hexagonal) wurtzite structure of CdS and CdSe. The hexagonal phases present a

complication in that multiple PAC signals can arise from a single defect complex

because of different geometries associated with constituents in the complex being

above or below the basal plane as opposed to in the basal plane.58 These factors

make CdTe a natural choice to be the first Il-VI semiconducting compound studied

using PAC by the Gardner Research Group.

4.1 TYPICAL 1111n PAC SPECTRUM OF CdTe

Figure 4.1 shows a room temperature 1111n PAC time spectrum for CdTe

along with its associated Fourier transform (FT). These are representative of

spectra obtained at other temperatures. The pronounced oscillations in the time

spectrum (top) indicate that a large fraction (-65% for the spectrum shown) of the

probe atoms occupy equivalent positions within the material and interact with a
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Figure 4.1 Typical PAC Time Spectrum Of CdTe And Its Associated Fourier
Transform.
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non-zero, static EFG. The strength of the EFG is parameterized by its largest

component in the principal axis system, V = 3.07 x iO'7 Volt'cm2. It is believed

that the origin of this EFG is a cadmium vacancy that had been paired with the '111n

parent, trapped at a first metal (cadmium) neighbor site.57 Looking at the FT in

Figure 4.1, one sees a single set of three distinct peaks. Such a set is referred to as

a PAC frequency triplet. The frequencies of this triplet correspond to the

frequencies of the hyperfine splittings of the intermediate state of the probe atoms.

For the case of a single defect, an axially symmetric (i = 0) EFG is expected. In

this axially symmetric case, w2 should be twice ai. In looking at the FT, this is not

what is observed ( = 0.16 for the spectrum shown). It is believed that the

asymmetry results from a relaxation of the chalcogen (tellurium) atoms adjacent to

the vacancy, with the Te atom shared by both the probe and the metal vacancy

providing the dominant contribution.

By making certain that all of the probe atoms are accounted for when fitting

data, it is found there is a second group (-35%) of probe nuclei that occupy

positions in the material such that the nuclei do not interact with an extranuclear

EFG. Remember that the 5/2k intermediate state experiences no hyperfine splitting

if the probe atom is occupying a position of cubic symmetry since there would be

no EFG at such a location. Probe atoms at such positions will not produce a PAC

signal that shows up distinctly in the FT. Each of this second group of probe atoms

must be at positions within the lattice with no defects or impurities nearby.

As a result of the above discussion, a two-site model was used for the

perturbation factor, G2, in fitting the time spectrum. Lettingj represent the fraction

of probe atoms interacting with a static EFG and J represent the fraction of probe

atoms occupying positions of cubic symmetry, we have
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G2 =fG+fG, (4-1)

where G2 represents the perturbation function for probe atoms experiencing a

static EFG in a polycrystalline sample and G2 represents the perturbation function

for probe atoms sitting in positions of cubic symmetry. Using equation (2-51),

along with the facts that G2 = 1 andf +j = 1, we have for the perturbation factor,

G2:

G2 =x[S2o+±S21cos(0)1t)]+(1_) (4-2)

In fitting data, the parametersJ, w and 0)2 are varied (as is the effective anisotropy,

A/i. The S-coefficients are functions of the PAC frequencies because of their

dependence upon asymmetry of the extranuclear EFG and, therefore, change from

one iteration to the next in the fitting routine. However, these coefficients are not

truly free (see Table 2.2) in the typical sense of a fitting parameter. The "card"

used in fitting the time spectrum in Figure 4.2 is shown in Figure 4.2 and lists the

fitting parameters along with their fitted values. Table 4.1 lists a comparison of the

PAC parameters associated with this complex along with those determined by other

PAC groups for comparison. The table lists values for VQ rather than since the

other groups reported this parameter. For reference, the relationship between the

two mentioned parameters is given by VQ = eQV/h. In looking at the table, the

values obtained for the asymmetry parameter overlap with uncertainties taken into

account, but the coupling constants do not. It is suggested that differences in

sample materials as well as instrumentation may account for these differences.
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File: C:PACFIT'tgriffithPJ0O13.1C Card I

Fit Piraittir Units Initial Fitted Ik,ciTtaiety
(.) A2 (None] -0.10000 1.078Th 0.00092
C I TO Channels 0.50000 0.50000 0.00000
C ) Alpha IIYI/sec 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000
C') Static cite 80.00000 62.87013 0.76393
C I Laibda 10AfIs.c 000000 0.00000 0.00000
C.) Osega I Megarad/ec 59.00000 59.42915 0.26662
C.) Oonga 2 Neqaradlsec 113.00000 115.13341 0.32130
C I lelta 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
C.) Cabic cite 10.00000 37.12927 0.76393

Chi' 1.1937 Teiperature: 23 'C Fit from 3 Tot 0

Figure 4.2 PAC Fitting Card. The figure shows the parameters on the card that was
used to fit the data shown in Figure 4.1. A solid dot in the parenthesis preceding a
paramter indicates that parameter was free to be adjusted during the fit.

v0 (MHz) Reference

61.5(5) 0.16(4) This Work

60 0.19 57

60.0(4) 0.10(4) 58

Table 4.1. Measured Values Of PAC Parameters Associated With The thcd-Vcd
Complex. Uncertainties in the last decimal place shown are in parenthesis. The
Kalish group did not list uncertainties in their publication, but only reported VQ to
one decimal place.
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4.2 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF CdTe SPECTRA

Now that the constituents in the defect complex have been identified, it is

desirable to investigate the thermal properties of this defect complex. In particular,

the binding energy of the complex is of interest. To determine this energy, data

was collected at various temperatures. It is found that the fraction of probe atoms

complexed with a cadmium vacancy decreases as the sample temperature is

increased and increases as the sample temperature is decreased. Further, this

fraction is reproducible on cycling of the sample temperature. PAC time spectra

and their associated FTs at different temperatures for one particular sample are

shown in Figure 4.3. One can see in this figure that as the sample temperature is

increased, the depth of the oscillations in the time spectra as well as the height of

the peaks in the FT decrease in support of the conclusion that the complexed

fraction decreases.

In order to determine the dependence of the complexed fraction on

temperature so that the binding energy of the complex can be ascertained, a

thermodynamic model is used. The assumptions in this model are the following:

The indium atoms go into the material as substitutional donors and sit on

well-defined lattice sites. The concentration of indium atoms in the sample

is small enough that impurity-impurity interactions are negligible;

The cadmium vacancy concentration is also dilute so that vacancy-vacancy

interactions are negligible;
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The. (ii...) .Mid/i.e

Figure 4.3 Temperature Dependence Of PAC Spectra And Their Associated
Fourier Transforms. From top to bottom, the sample temperatures were 23 °C,
55 °C, 80 °C, and 150 °C. Notice that the peak amplitudes in the FTs decrease as
the temperature is increased, indicating the fraction of complexed probe atoms is
decreasing.
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An indium atom traps at most one vacancy at a time. This trapped vacancy

occupies a first metal neighbor position with respect to the indium atom.

There are 12 such first metal neighbor positions in the zincblende crystal

structure;

The free vacancy concentration as well as the charge state of the vacancies

remains constant over the temperature range of the experiments.

Under these assumptions, the average occupancy of cadmium vacancies around

a probe atom can be written statistically as

f
l2e_1_cT

1+12e1kT'
(4-3)

where p is the chemical potential for the cadmium vacancies, Eb is the binding

energy of the probe atom-vacancy pair, and T is the absolute temperature. Since

there is a single vacancy involved in the complex, the average occupancy of

cadmium vacancies about a probe atom, f, is identical to the fraction of complexed

probe atoms,f5.

In order to determine the chemical potential, the Helmholtz free energy and

therefore the entropy of the system must be determined. The entropy of the system

is related to the number of possible configurations in which the cadmium vacancies

may be distributed in the material. If n cadmium vacancies are distributed among

m metal atom sites in the lattice, this number of configurations, Q, is given by
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rn!
= (4-4)

n!(rn_n)!

Using Stirling's Approximation59 the entropy of the system, S, is

S=klnc2=k[mlnrnnlnn(mn)In(mn)] (4-5)

The chemical potential, p, for the cadmium vacancies is related to the llelmholtz

free energy, F ( U TS, where U is the internal energy of the system) according to

p=(Ii) =_kTln(
an rnn (4-6)

Since the concentration of cadmium vacancies in the material, c, is related to the

number of vacancies, n, and the number of cadmium sites, m, (c = n/rn), the

chemical potential depends upon the concentration of cadmium vacancies:

p = _kTIn( '
) = kTIn1 1 = _kTln(I_f_J (4-7)rnn trn(1n/rn)) 1c

Finally, since the concentration of cadmium vacancies is dilute, c << 1 and:

p=kTlnc (4-8)

Substituting (4-8) into (4-3) and using the fact thatf=J:
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12ce
(4-9)l+l2ceT

which can be rearranged to give

1f. ==J_ekT (4-10)
f f. 12c

where J is the fraction of probe atoms that are not complexed with a cadmium

vacancy. Thus, an Arrhenius relationship is obtained that is consistent with the

observation that the complexed fraction of probe atoms decreases as the

temperature increases. Figure 4.4 shows an Arrhenius plot off0/f for some CdTe

samples. The binding energies determined using equation (4-10) are the same

(0.15(2) eV) for all samples to within statistical uncertainties, independent of

vacancy concentration. Vacancy concentrations, c, are of order 500 ppm and

depend on the details of sample preparation such as annealing time and temperature

as well as quenching conditions. Vacancy concentrations of about 450 ppm are

produced in the material when annealing at 800 °C for five hours followed by a

"furnace cool" where the sample is allowed to cool inside an annealing furnace

after power to the furnace has been turned off. It should be noted that the vacancy

concentration does not remain constant in measurement when the sample

temperature is increased above 200 °C.
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Figure 4.4 Temperature Dependence Of Complexed Fraction. The slope of the
regression line on this Arrhenius plot is related to the binding energy of the
complex and the y-intercept is reciprocally related to the metal vacancy
concentration in the sample. Data is shown for two typical samples.

4.3 TIME DEPENDENCE OF CdTe SPECTRA

As mentioned in the previous section, the cadmium vacancy concentration

depends on the details of preparation of the sample. Among these details is the rate

at which the sample is cooled from the annealing temperature in order to quench in

the vacancies. Most samples were cooled from the annealing temperature to room

temperature in the annealing furnace over a time of approximately 30 to 45

minutes. An interesting effect is noticed when the quench occurs more rapidly.
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For samples that are cooled over a period of five minutes by pulling the ampoule

out of the furnace and held in the air, a non-equilibrium number of vacancies is

quenched into the material. The system relaxes exponentially to the equilibrium

number of complexes over a period of a few days. Figure 4.5 shows how the PAC

time spectra and their associated FTs evolve over time for a sample that was

rapidly cooled to room temperature. The sample temperature for all measurements

was held at 15 °C as the sample was in a water-cooled furnace with the power

turned off. The effect of particular interest is that the fraction of probe atoms that

are complexed with cadmium vacancies almost doubles over a period of just over

five days.

The time dependence of the complexed fraction is shown in Figure 4.6. The

complexed fraction asymptotically approaches a value of 62% with a time constant

of 45(5) hours. The interpretation of the kinetics of this system is complicated, but

it is very clear that at least one of the constituents involved in the defect complex

has a significant mobility in the material even at this low temperature. From our

PAC measurements alone, however, it is not possible to distinguish between

interstitial diffusion of the probe atoms and vacancy diffusion mechanisms. It is

also not clear that this effect observed in powder samples will appear in single

crystal materials. If the grain size in the powder is large enough that the primary

diffusion mechanisms are bulk-diffusion mechanisms, then it is likely that the

effect would also be seen in the single crystal as well as the powder. The constancy

of the vacancy concentration on cycling of the sample temperature is strong, but

not conclusive, evidence that diffusion across grain boundaries does not occur and

that the primary diffusion mechanism in our powder samples is a bulk diffusion

mechanism.
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Figure 4.5 Time Dependence Of PAC Spectra And Their Associated Fourier
Transforms For CdTe at 15 °C. From top to bottom, the elapsed times from the
start of the experiment were 4 hours, 40 hours, 80 hours, and 120 hours. Notice
that the peak amplitudes in the associated FTs increase as the time elapses,
indicating the fraction of complexed probe atoms is increasing.
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Figure 4.6 Time Dependence Of The Fraction Of Complexed Probe Atoms. A non-
equilibrium number of defect complexes are formed upon rapid sample quenching.
This number equilibrates over a period of about five days. The line is a computer fit
using equation (4-13).

While it is not possible to identify which member of the defect complex is

mobile from the PAC data collected at 15°C, it is known that vacancy diffusion is

dominant at higher temperatures. Under the assumptions that (i) the metal vacancy

is the mobile species in the defect complex, (ii) the jump probability for a metal

vacancy is the same in our powder samples as it is in bulk material, and (iii) the

metal vacancies that are trapped upon rapid cooling of the sample are randomly

distributed within the material, an estimate of the jump time for a cadmium

vacancy in CdTe at 15 °C can be determined.
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If P1 denotes the probability that a metal vacancy will jump into a particular

near-neighbor position depends on the jump rate, F, and the concentration of metal

vacancies, c, then the probability per unit time is:

P17=Fc, (4-11)
t 12

with the factor of 7/12 arising because there are 12 near-neighbors to a first-

neighbor position to the probe atom in the fcc metal sublattice with 7 of these near-

neighbors not being the probe atom or a first-neighbor to the probe atom. Since

there are 12 first-neighbor positions to the probe atom, the probability per unit time

that a metal vacancy will hop into any first-neighbor position is 12 times the

probability per unit time given in equation (5-1) and is identical to the rate at which

vacancy-probe atom complexes form when the metal vacancies are randomly

distributed (this latter rate can be found using the fit to the data in Figure 4.6):

l2.iFc=4f (4-12)
12 dt

Using the Arrhenius relationship obtained by fitting the temperature

dependent data (see Figure 4.4), the metal vacancy concentration in the quenched

sample is found to be of order 300 ppm. The time dependence of the complexed

fraction of probe atoms was fitted using the empirical relation

I. -(Ir

f=J (4-13)

Jj is the fraction of probe atoms that are eventually complexed (the asymptotic

fraction), f2 is the difference between this asymptotic fraction and the fraction of

complexes formed on quenching, and r is the equilibration time of 45 hours
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discussed above. Using (4-13) in (4-12) and since the hopping time, th, is the

reciprocal of the hopping rate:

7cr
t,, =-, (4-14)

f2

a hopping time of 20(2) minutes is found for cadmium vacancies in CdTe at 15°C.

It is also possible to arrive at an estimate of the energy barrier to be

overcome during the jump. It is generally assumed that the jump frequency, F,

depends on temperature according to18:

F=F0e_T, (4-15)

where F0 iO'3 s', and Eh is the height of the energy barrier. Solving for this

energy:

Eh =kTIn(thFO) (4-16)

a hopping energy of 0.9(1) eV is obtained.

Because of the desire to make stable devices with CdTe, it is clear that

further work needs to be done to verify which defect(s) is (are) mobile at these low

temperatures so that technologists can fabricate materials in which the mobile

defect is minimized. A device will deteriorate over time due to self-compensation

effects if this is not done.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Cadmium Telluride is a TI-VT semiconducting material that has found a

variety of technological applications, particularly in solar cells and x-ray and

gamma ray detectors. It remains limited, however, because of effects such as

changes in stoichiometry and outdiffusion of impurities near the surface during

annealing as well as self-compensation effects. Thus, an understanding of the

thermodynamics of the defect chemistry of this material is crucial to its continued

use and improvement in these applications. Powder CdTe samples were prepared

and studied using Time Differential Perturbed Angular Correlation Spectroscopy.

These samples were prepared through a high temperature diffusion process in order

to introduce the PAC probe atoms as well as to introduce native point defects.

Metal vacancies were introduced into the sample by annealing above

500 °C. The presence of these vacancies is supported by a PAC signal that is

attributed to the formation of an Incd-Vcd defect complex that is believed to have

formed prior to the PAC measurement, where the probe is an excited "Cd atom.

The PAC signal that is observed (VQ = 61.5(5) MHz, i = 0.16(4)) compares

favorably to that measured by other PAC groups. The interesting thing about this

signal is the asymmetry of the EFG. This asymmetry is not discussed in the results

published by other PAC groups and if the only defect responsible for creating the

EFG seen by the probe atom were a metal vacancy, this EFG would be axially

symmetric (i = 0). It is proposed here that the reason for the measured asymmetry

of the EFG is a relaxation of the chalcogenide atoms adjacent to the metal vacancy.
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In particular, the relaxation of the tellurium atom bound to both the probe atom and

the cadmium vacancy provides the largest chalcogenide contribution to the EFG at

the probe site. Figure 5.1 shows a plot of EFG asymmetry as a function of

relaxation of the shared tellurium atom. The plot was generated using a point ion

calculation in which only the distance between the probe and shared tellurium atom

was allowed to change.6°

The fraction of probe atoms involved in the single defect complex that is

observed using PAC is reproducible on cycling the sample temperature provided

the sample temperature does not exceed 200 °C. Assuming dilute concentrations of

probe atoms and metal vacancies as well as assuming there is no diffusion of metal

vacancies across grain boundaries at measuring temperatures, the temperature

dependence of this fraction gives a binding energy of this complex to be

0.15(2) eV. This binding energy appears to be independent of metal vacancy

concentration, which was of order 500 ppm in samples used in this investigation.

The metal vacancy concentration in samples depended upon the details of sample

preparation, with quenching providing the most notable effect.

When a sample is rapidly cooled, the fraction of probe atoms participating

in the defect complex changes with time, even at temperatures as low as 15 °C,

where the defect state equilibrates over a period of a few days. Using a random

walk model for the diffusion of metal vacancies, the data suggests that metal

vacancies in the material must overcome an energy barrier of 0.9(1) eV in order to

move, and jump from one lattice site to the next in a time of 20(2) minutes at this

temperature. It is suggested that further work be done on the very important issue

of determining the mobile constituent(s) in the defect complex as the results could

significantly impact the way that technological devices using CdTe are made.
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Figure 5.1 PAC Asymmetry Parameter As A Function Of Tellurium Relaxation In
Cadmium Telluride. The data shown in the figure is based upon a point-ion
calculation. Positive relaxation corresponds to movement toward the probe atom.
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